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The world-famous Stormrider Surf Guides have been traveling the globe for decades, shining a light

on the paths less traveled. Intrepid surfers have often gone the extra mile to arrive at their

destination and now they have the perfect product to plan those trips and record their exploits both

in and out of the water. The Stormrider Surf Journal is set to become the ultimate traveling

companion for both epic adventures to far off shores or the weekend warrior to a nearby beach. At

once atlas, planner, and journal, mapping 300 of the best surfing zones on the planet (and when to

visit), The Stormrider Surf Journal will serve as a personal history of one's surf life and become a

treasured possession, both on the road and at home.
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"The youngest of the Stormrider family is finally available. The Stormrider Surf Journal contains the

recipe that created the fame and success of these books - accurate descriptions of surf spots

coupled with ever more beautiful and informative pictures. This latest installment enriches the

collection of these "bibles" for the surf community around the world." - surf-report.com

(translated)"The Stormrider Surf Journal offers a 3 in 1 system providing real surfers with a traveling

companion. The Atlas includes 300 best surfing areas in the world on a map organized by regional

comparisons. The Planner offers the perfect surf destination by day and month of the year. You can

then decide where to go and when. Finally, the other half of the book allows you to save your best

sessions and surf trips in a logbook and a sketchbook.  You are now ready to run the world in

search of the best waves!" - surf-report.com (translated) "The Stormrider Surf Journal is full of tools



to help organize, track and remember all surf trips. The Atlas has detailed mapping of each region of

the world, maps of the swells, ocean currents, winds and tides, etc. Above all, it offers a Travel

Planner, in the style of other guides in the collection, with facts and photos for more than 200 surf

zones, classified this time by month, according to their best period of operation. The Trip Log is an

almanac to fill in yourself after each session (place, date, conditions, board used, the guys present

etc)." - Surf Session (translated)"Finally, this book contains detailed listings to help plan out the best

surf trip: a packing list so you don't forget anything before leaving, how to travel responsibly, first aid

responses in case of injury, a surf-specific glossary on basic vocabulary (French, English, Indo,

Spanish, Portuguese), but also ocean, animal, medical and many other translations essential to the

success of your next trip. In short, it's already an essential piece of work for all trippers and it fits

easily in your luggage in view of its small size (22Ãƒâ€”15cm - 250 pages)." - Surf Session

(translated)This book is really well thought out and an absolutely timeless companion. - Surfers

Magazine
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TRAVEL ESSENTIALS

This is a really cool, small travel book for surfers. Highly recommended - - great gift item for the

surfer who loves to travel, who dreams of surf travel or for that surfer who likes to annotate their

sessions. High quality product, good binding, some very likeable features such as the place to enter

notes about your sessions, the waves aspect with info regarding different breaks around the world &

just well organized & put together.

This Atlas/Planner/Log is perfect for surfers daydreaming about a world full of waves and for the

"get up and go" surfer who selects from the wealth of information that Bruce Sutherland has

compiled to plan a great surf trip. The pages for writing a personal log of your surf adventures are

also a definite plus for fine tuning the art of surf travel and planning future adventures. Even

seasoned surf travelers can pick up a tip or two as well as leads on possible new destinations from

this hands on book. Recommended for all members of the surfing community!

Very well presented journal full of amazing surf photos that instantly made me want to travel.

There's so much great resource info packed into this book including maps, breakdowns on a

handful of surf zones and a host of other juicy info. Then there's loads of blank pages set out for trip



logs and wave logs. Such a nice book, I'm not sure if I'll leave it at home as a coffee table reference

book or take it on the road with me. I love the detail in this book.
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